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Introduction

The quality of translation services is highly

relevant to the implementation of China’s

national development strategies because

translation services play a significant role in

facilitating the delivery of such strategies as the

Belt and Road Initiative, going global of

Chinese culture, and businesses, etc. In a

highly competitive environment, customer

needs are changing rapidly, and uncertainty,

unpredictability and potential risks are

increasing, the survival of translation services

enterprises is greatly challenged. With the

rapid technological development and the

outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic, many

translation services firms now have to rise up

to a more severe and chaotic competitive

situation.

Purpose

Quality is not only the core competence of

translation services organizations, but also a

necessary condition for their survival. Higher

quality enables the organizations to improve

customer satisfaction, increase sales volumes

and revenue, reduce risks, and expand market

shares. Continuous improvement of service

quality management within a translation

services organization can effectively update the

organization’s operational practices while being

efficient and flexible, enhancing the

organization’s competitiveness in a dynamic

environment.
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Conclusions

The study finally provides the methods based

on analytic hierarchy process to determine the

relative weights of each item in the evaluation

model. An example is given in the end to

illustrate how the weight of each item can be

calculated. This study provides methods to

construct an efficient QMS and effective

evaluation model to measure the firm’s

performance in service quality, in the hope

that it can help improve the quality of

translation services. To better understand the

implications of the QMS and the evaluation

model, future studies need to be implemented

in customers’ perception and expectation in

quantitative ways.
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Rank of importance cij value

I is as important as j. 1

I is mildly more important than j. 3

I is moderately more important than j. 5

I is highly more important than j. 7

I is extremely more important than j. 9

I is mildly less important than j. 1/3

I is moderately less important than j. 1/5

I is highly less important than j. 1/7

I is extremely less important than j. 1/9
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